What America Loses
If Trump Loses
Biden deal eliminates Trump blessings with a new green deal,
tax increases, China suckupism, socialism, etc.
Astute Americans know that Joe Biden does not know what he would do if elected
President. Some say that’s why he brought Kamala into his inner circle. She will be calling
the shots. One thing we know is that the Biden family will be richer with world shaping
positions, and perhaps Joe will even be able to claim his 50% share of the family’s income
from unknown sources.
Perhaps we will see a cabinet that is made up of Chinese Nationals as Biden appears to have
an uncommonly deep love of China and its hordes of cash. It is a mutually good feeling as
Biden has literally paved the way for the Chinese Communist Party’s entrance to the world
stage. Biden took China’s word for it because they treated him swell while they robbed
America of millions of jobs, stole our factories, cheated on trade rules, and violated
international rules.
A well-understood long-time Biden quote repeated often is “The U.S. welcomes the
emergence of a prosperous, integrated China.” Before he was VP, Biden told the Chinese in
2001. Now with COVID and the few honest news sources we have in this country,
Americans’ distrust of China is at its all-time high. Joe Biden is sure Americans are stupid
and he is trying to rewrite history, hope voters forget the decades he spent rubber-stamping
China’s economic rise.
Ironically, Biden criticizes Trump for a slow response on China travel, yet he attacked
President Trump’s restrictions on travel from China as irrational and “hysterical
xenophobia.” Experts now admit President Trump’s action saved American lives. Biden is
not accustomed to making mistakes.
The green new deal, socialism, higher taxes, etc. are not the only issues with which
Americans will have to deal. Concern is rampant as to how Biden respond to the countries
that have made his family rich when they ask for the inevitable favor. Will he give up
America for additional family favors?
In his new book, “Profiles in Corruption: Abuse of Power by America’s Progressive Elite,” Peter
Schweizer writes that “Political figures have long used their families to route power and
benefits for their own self-enrichment.” He expounds that “one particular politician — Joe
Biden — emerges as the king of the sweetheart deal, with no less than five family members
benefiting from his largesse, favorable access and powerful position for commercial gain. In
Biden’s case, these deals include foreign partners and, in some cases, even US taxpayer
dollars. The Biden family’s apparent self-enrichment involves five family members: Joe’s son
Hunter, son-in-law Howard, brothers James and Frank, and sister Valerie.”
You’re going to love this book. You won’t want to put it down. But, despite your enjoyment
with it, it will scare the hell out of you about what is happening to your country.
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Preface:
There are many of us who, after crying out for relief for our country
for eight years, believe in our hearts that God’s answer to America is
Donald Trump. One person does not. His name is Joe Biden and he
has good reason for feeling differently. He and Kamala Harris are
preparing to spoil all the gains America made since Biden left office
as VP four years ago. Many are praying that we don’t ever see the
Jaws-like advertisements after the November 3 election. You
remember, the one that said:

“It’s Baaaack!
Many people have learned to love President Trump as God’s gift. It
is up to US again to make sure we make the most of God’s great gift.
Unless you want Joe Biden back, vote for Donald J. Trump for Term
# 2. This book tells us all what we lose if Trump loses. How bad will
Joe Biden be? We do tell you in this book but one thing is for sure,
nobody knows just how bas a Biden administration will be, and the
facts show that Joe Biden himself knows just as little about how bad
it will be than the rest of us. But, it will be bad.
If Biden ran and was elected president right after the Obama / Biden
regime gave up the power gavel, it might not be so bad because we
would already have the first four bad years under our belt. But, the
people elected Trump in between and if somehow the Democrats are
able to steal this election, things will be worse. Why? Because even if
you don’t know it, Trump brought over 1000 wins to America and
Americans are enjoying them going into this election. If Biden wins,
they are all gone and you will miss them as Kamala smiles and says:
Hey, we told you what we would do?”
I knew that I was voting for Donald Trump as soon as he broke
through the pack of Republicans and began his showdowns with his
real opponent, Hillary Clinton. Joe Biden is the new Hillary Clinton
Like many Democrats, I had had enough of Obama and the
Clintons, and Vice President Biden. Most Americans feel the same.
At the end of the day, when the dust had settled, and the battle was
over, the last man standing won. Donald Trump won the election
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despite all odds. In many ways he got elected because he was the last
man standing between an Obama-like American hell-hole and a
return to the Promised Land of our founders. Joe Biden knows the
secret of bringing back that Obama-like American hell hole and he
promises to bring it back to an unsuspecting public if we let him.
What would America be like with Joe Biden in charge? Don’t make
me think about it!
Many are unaware that Joe Biden has been in two other presidential
campaigns in which he won the vice presidency thanks to his
promised loyalty to Barack Obama. During their first campaign for
the White House, the Obama-Biden ticket “firmly” promised that
“no family making less than $250,000 a year would see any form of a
tax increase.”
Within a year America noticed that the Affordable Care Act included
a tax increase, aka a tax penalty for failing to purchase health
insurance, paid primarily by people earning less than $50,000
annually. Though that levy is gone thanks to Trump, the ACA still
includes a poorly implemented tax on medium-size and large
employers that don’t offer health insurance to most of their workers.
This penalty, when enforced by Joe Biden will cost low-income
families an average of about $700 a year. This includes those whose
employers aren’t penalized. The penalty’s effect on job availability
would make its cost felt by a wide swath of workers. No taxes turned
out to be the first broadcast of Fake News. Joe Biden promises more.
Obamacare included many other significant taxes that Obama had
Biden hid so well and the corrupt press covered up to make them
invisible. Even the Congressional Budget Office overlooked their
effects when it originally scored the bill 2010. Later CBO had to
backtrack. Backtrack is another way of saying the Democrats were
forced to tell the truth because the people demanded it.
Today Mr. Biden takes a similarly veiled approach to advancing the
“clean energy revolution and environmental justice” outlined in his
platform. Instead of using a carbon tax, which would use market
forces to reduce the economic damage but also obviously violate his
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tax pledge, he would apply the force of regulation. He aims, for
example, to eliminate emissions for passenger vehicles, which would
make buying a new car thousands of dollars more expensive. As
President Trump is apt to explain, regulations are “stealth taxation,
especially on the poor.” Biden will get any extra dime that you may
have.He’ll either keep it or give it to his five family members.
And the poor would suffer most under Joe Biden’s platform. His plan
is to divide U.S. households into five income groups. The regulatory
costs of each quintile are estimated as a percentage of each quintile’s
average income. The costs to the bottom group amount to 15.3% of
its total income—representing a burden equal to all the taxes they
currently pay. This group would experience part of the cost as lower
wages, but the biggest bite would come in diminished purchasing
power due to higher prices for energy, cars and other consumer
goods. In other words, your purchasing power will go down and the
number of dollars you keep will be minimal. Ask Joe Biden about
that?
If that weren’t enough to convince you that Biden’s tax plan would
be disastrous for American workers, five independent analyses have
concluded that Biden would raise taxes on middle-class Americans:
•
•
•
•

•

The Tax Policy Center concluded his “proposals would
increase taxes on average on all income groups”
The Tax Foundation concluded that Biden would lead to
higher taxes “across all income groups”
The American Enterprise Institute concluded that households
at every income level” would see higher taxes
A Penn Wharton budget model analysis say that taxes would
go up across all income levels
The Committee for A Responsible Federal Budget blasted the
plan as a way for taxes to go up across all income levels

Donald Trump saved the US from Hillary and he is the only
candidate we have who wants to protect the people from Joe Biden.
Trump defied the status quo of rich donors controlling the
government for their personal benefit. Donald Trump to many,
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including myself is one of the greatest gifts of all-time from God
himself.
Joe Biden is poised to take that gift back from Americans.
Hillary would have been more like Obama and Biden -- socialistic
and Marxist and she came off even more radical than Obama. For
example, Hillary never seemed to be too keen on freedom. She likes
her freedom for sure but not yours. She was working on eliminating
the Bill of Rights and had already earmarked the # 1 and #2
Amendments of the Constitution for removal.
Yes, we are at the point in our history in which a presidential
candidate’s position of not being actively opposed to the Bill of
Rights is a key selling point for their candidacy.
I sure hope you enjoy this book and I hope that it inspires you to
continue to take action. Our Congress can certainly be more proAmerican and more responsive to the people’s needs and not their
own. I hope the book in some ways helps you look at things
differently.
Our new president has settled in and he is already implementing a
host of innovative items on his agenda. He has shed a dreaded
disease at the same time. I hope you digest Biden’s entire plan, be
willing to reject, and subtract it from your own positive notions for
building a better America. And, please do not trust the press to do
your thinking for you. And whatever you do, do not trust Joe Biden
to create a workable America.
Together, we can help make the US a far better country. We should
smile as we accomplished our first and best objective. We elected
Donald Trump as our president once. Now, we must support his
hard work, elect him for a second term, and give him a Congress
without Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Schumer so he can help America
even more. Only the voters can get those two out of Trump’s way by
electing representatives from the Republican Party who will work
with the President in keeping America Great Again.
Brian W. Kelly, Author
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Chapter 1 The Greatest Gift to America
from God in 2016
His Name still is Donald J. Trump

Evangelicals Ask God for HIS help. God Answers With Trump!

This is the antithesis of Joe Biden on many fronts. This
picture was taken when Donald J. Trump was released by
Trump Supporters as a visualization of the prayer chains
that were in place to help President Trump recover from
COVID-19. God heard the prayers of his people and made
the President well again. Joe Biden was busy blaming the
president for catching the virus.
The fact that the president got sick with a disease from
which many Americans and others have died, caused
Trump supporters and detractors to think of what life
would be like without our revered president. What if
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Kamala Harris acting as President and Joe Biden was still
enjoying life in the bunker.
And, so it is clear that a book titled, What America Loses if
Trump Loses would be moot if the President did not survive
his illness. Supporters are very pleased and detractors
according to their own words would have preferred a
different outcome.
We all had a chance to evaluate for a period of time what
life would be like without Donald J. Trump, and for
supporters like myself, it was a very scary thought. Now,
what makes the thought even worse is that if the election
rather than the virus is rigged so that Biden becomes
president we have the worst of two worlds. 1. We have a
world without Trump as the leader of the free world and 2.
We have Biden and Kamala and his Chinese puppetmasters calling the shots in America.
Many Trump proponents will tell you that Trump’s
original agenda was rich in content and mostly completed
but it has not been totally completed and his guidance is
needed more than ever today. Some of the reasons Trump
is our president are listed below:
1) The people wanted a president who would take the
people’s side of issues.
2) The people did not want four to eight more years of
what they saw as the progressive politics of Barack
Obama as reflected by Hillary Clinton’s swing further to
the left.
3) The people wanted border protection
4) The people wanted radical Islamic terrorism to be called
out by name and wanted a president to protect America
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5) The people saw the prior president putting his fingers on
the scales of justice when racial incidents were involved.
6) The IRS had begun to discriminating against TEA Party
and other conservative groups.
7) Conservatives were not pleased with the actions of
liberal judges and justices appointed to the federal
judiciary, particularly the Supreme Court. They saw
Trump as a way to getting justices that reflected the will
of the people.
8) There was concerned about our weakening military
power reflected by the people’s anxiety about the
declining percentage of funding dedicated to the
military.
9) The people suffered distress over left-leaning political
indoctrination, and suppression of free speech, running
rampant on college campuses and in public schools.
A. There was much annoyance and in fact resentment
toward Barack Obama who described conservatives in
the heartland as “clinging to their guns and Bibles.”
B. There was a revolt about Hillary Clinton’s use of the
term “deplorables” to describe people who were not
liberal.
C. The people did not trust Hillary Clinton to do the will of
the people. She was perceived her as a phony, who had
lied about issues such as her explanations of the
Benghazi incident or her much-disputed emails.
D. Many people were alarmed at the national debt,
believing that Clinton would be a big spender on liberal
causes and would make the situation worse.
E. The people actually expected Clinton to win. Hey voted
in great numbers hoping to minimize her victory margin
and at least be able to claim a political mandate.
F. The people did not like Obamacare and saw Democratic
pushed universal health care as a budget buster.
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G. Overall the people saw the federal government exerting
too much power over their lives. The federal
government was growing too fast with an everincreasing size, scope and power.
H. Donald Trump was viewed as a highly successful
businessman. It was believed that he would run the
administration in a business-like manner.
Think of this. The list of 1 through H above is only part of
Biden’s whole destructive platform for America.
The phrase and now the book, What America Loses if Trump
Loses brings to mind all of the generalities listed above plus
the specific actions that Trump has taken in his four years.
All the bad stuff would still be here and there would be a
ton more coming.
America won those issues in 2016 by electing Donald J.
Trump as president and without him Americans know they
would kiss all of those gains and many more as we show in
detail in future Biden chapters. So, the Trump win in 2016
was important and the Trump win in 2020 has the same
level of importance to the American people.
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Chapter 2 We’re Friends; Despite
Their Trump Negatives

The Headlines Will Change

Donald Trump and Joe Biden supporters are not at all alike
even when they like each other. They are divided not just
in their views of the candidates but in their broader political
beliefs and their values. Their personal relationships are not
in synch either. The statistics back this fact. I am probably
one of the few with friends on the other side.
Roughly four-in-ten registered voters in both camps say
that they do have one close friend who supports the other
guy. Fewer than a quarter say they have just a few friends
who think differently. Pew Research checked out these
attitudes in the summer of 2020.
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Voters instead report mostly that their friends are minclones of themselves who share their political preferences.
It makes conversations easier they say and there is little
heat in their personal exchanges. For example six-in-ten
Trump supporters have a lot of friends who also support for
the president and his attempt at four more years. A lightly
smaller share of Biden supporter’s friends are in the same
boat.
I have some wonderful loving liberal friends who go
ballistic when they think of Donald Trump as a person.
They refer to him as a disgusting non-human being and
then they fire off word-flames and word bombs to belittle
Trump and his presidency.
Now, I find myself within weeks of the 2020 election and I
am motivated to say. “Too Bad guys! Who the hell cares
what you think?” I think they are going to lose but they
don’t. They are belligerent about it and they can’t even
agree with me that BLM and ANTIFA and the riots and
looters and the defunding of the police are bad for
America.
The closer to the election, the more incorrigible they
become in their hate of our president and the more they
can’t wait for the Dems being in control. Most don’t realize
that their taxes will go up, jobs will be hard to find, and the
US will be in chaos when the democrats try to collect the
guns.
I have a friend in Houston Texas. He hates Trump with a
passion but can’t explain why His dad told him
Republicans bad
and Democrats good. He told him
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years and years ago when he was growing up. My father
told me the same thing but he changed with the times.
Dad said that we were the little guys and that Democrats
were for the little guys and Republicans were for business.
As I hit the legal age for voting in PA, the Democrats had
begun their metamorphosis into socialism and my father
recognized it. I felt liberated and I became an Independent.
My friends’ father did not update his thinking nor did my
friend to this day. He still thinks Democrats good and
Republicans bad. When CNN adopted the Democrats or
vice versa, he never would listen to conservative radio or
Fox News back when Fox was conservative.
CNN is still his bible and so he hates Trump with all the
fervor he believed all his life about Republicans being bad.
My dad suggested I register Democrat instead of
Independent so that I could vote in the PA primary. It
made sense so I did. I have been registered Democrat ever
since but that has nothing to do with how I vote.
My dad and I often talked about politics and we most often
felt the same on candidates. Neither my dad nor I voted for
an important Democrat after 1987 when we voted for Bob
Casey Senior for PA Governor. Why? Because the
Democrats adopted platforms such as abortion and
liberalism and socialism, isms in which we did not believe,
My Houston friend Joe’s brother in law John told me of
visits to him in Houston over the years. He cautioned me
not to attempt to talk to him about political truth. John is
conservative as am I . He said his brother-in-law is a
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militant Democrat for the whole deal. He gets everything
from CNN from morning to evening.
During their visits, when Joe would take a toilet break,
John would switch the TV to Fox and the minute Joe came
back, despite John being the guest in his home, he would
switch back to CNN. It was CNN all day unless they were
visiting the Alamo in San Antonio or going to an Astros
game or dinner. CNN encouraged Joe’s hate and Joe was
and is a good soldier, full of the venom and lies provided
by his only channel CNN.
I have another good friend Bob who also serves as my
accountant. He’s a good guy and a great accountant but he
hates Trump with a fashion. In my opinion, like Joe, it is
an uninformed hate. Last week I released a new book titled
“We Love Trump!” As you know, it is the new Trump
rally cry instead of “Lock Her UP!” .
I sent a press release out to the media and to my friends
including Joe and Bob. Bob could not stand that I support
Trump. The press release was a reminder of his Trump
Hate and the fact that I was an unabashed Trump
supporter. He wrote back with two emails. He did not get
all his venom in on the first email.
Here was his first response to me: “You are a “goner!”
That was not enough. He thought it over and emailed a
second message fuller of hate: “Lier, cheater, crook, adulterer,
racist, probable rapist, COWARD! Shame on you” Humph! I
use these two examples to show it is not all hunky-dory in
the Trump supporter world but we are holding our own.
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I reminded Bob that if as a friend, he sold tooth brushes, I
would not bad mouth them as not preventing cavities. So
as s Bob friend with my occupation being a writer, I might
have expected Bob’s support of my writing efforts. Plus of
course he knows I make my income on my writing.
Nonetheless his hate for Trump dominates his thinking.
Like most liberal Trump haters, however, who present no
facts, my friend Bob offered no truth to prove his
accusations. Most liberals do not even know of Jill and Joe
Biden’s infidelity to their spouses. They cheated on their
spouses. This was before Joe Biden’s wife and daughter
perished in a car accident.
Jill and Joe were adulterers and most liberals think Joe is as
pure as newly fallen snow and they can’t believe the truth
about him. But they have no problem accepting the fake
news and lies about Trump from CNN.
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/jill-bidensex-husband-accuses-her-and-joe-biden-of-affair-that-brokeup-marriage
That URL takes you to an article in which Jill Biden's exhusband accuses her and Joe Biden of an affair that broke
up their marriage. The piece is by Anthony Leonard. Type
“Joe Biden Broke Up my Marriage,” into your Web
Browser if you want to read the story.
About my friends, I admit that I am still perplexed about
how somebody who was once in my inner circle can be
enraged with such hate that they cannot see the good or
evil in anybody unless CNN or MSNBC or some other
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liberal progressive media Democrat standard media rag
drop some clues about how it is OK for them to feel.
I am thankful that I have not lost any friends during the
Trump Derangement Period but we all must be careful as
sometimes it is tough to hold one’s cool.
Joe Biden claims that he is for an ambitious progressive
platform. Here's everything you need to know:
The ex-Obama VEEP says he wants to be like Franklin
Roosevelt, reviving the U.S. after an economic catastrophe
while also fundamentally transforming it to socialism for
decades to come. Bernie Sanders added to the Biden
platform and according to Sanders, Biden's platform would
make him "the most progressive president since FDR."
Biden has it all wrong about the Trump administration
failing to work a unified national pandemic response to the
virus, and Biden says he will change that for sure. He
thinks the best approach is to hire 100,000 people to
conduct contact tracing.
Biden would like a national mask mandate but he is
concerned about his constitutional authority to impose it.
That still may not stop him. He would encourage mandates
on the state and local level, and would work in new
restrictions or lockdowns if he felt they were necessary.
Most Americans know that Joe Biden is a Johnny come
lately on COVID as he fought Trump on early travel
restrictions on China and Europe. Bidens complaints
appear to most to be disingenuous.
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Biden complains about Trump’s economies yet he has no
solution that would match the success of Trump. Trump's
policies would lead to an estimated 11.2 million new jobs
and a nominal income gain for the average household.
Already Americans are enjoying an additional $6,000 per
year with the Trump management of the economy.
Biden supports Obamacare for all even though he knows
that it is unaffordable with deductibles out of reach for
most Americans.
He wants to tax corporations and the wealthy at much
higher rates, thus killing the jobs picture. Trump would say
what my dad felt. Nobody ever got a job from a poor man.
Biden is against charter schools yet, he would send his own
family to private schools. He wants to ban charter schools
and triple federal aid — from $16 billion to about $48
billion. This will offer little relief to the poor who want to
send their children to quality schools.
Biden wants to sign up for the World’s Climate Change
initiatives that stood to bankrupt the US treasury. He
proposed $2 trillion in clean-energy investments and wants
to eliminate coal. He wants to rip down 4 million perfectly
good buildings to meet energy-efficiency standards, hitting
net-zero greenhouse gas emissions for all new buildings by
2030. Poor people will have to get their wallets out to meet
the Biden demands when the former Veep puts the U.S. on
a path to net-zero CO2 emissions by 2050.
"When I think about climate change," Biden said, "the
word I think of is 'jobs.'" He'd also cancel Trump's
withdrawal of the U.S. from the Paris climate agreement.
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Regarding criminal justice and race, Trump has already
championed the cause with his One-Step Initiative. He
would like to disavow his own 1994 crime bill by offering
sweeping, progressive criminal justice reforms. But, why
did he and Obama do nothing when they had all the power
for eight years.

This article was first published in the latest issue of The
Week magazine. If you want to read more like it, you
can try six risk-free issues of th
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Chapter 3 Intro to Trump Promises
Made & Kept

Joe Biden wants very much for everybody to believe him
but he won’t even promise things like packing the Supreme
court. It’s easy to keep promises when you make none.
Biden and Obama claimed in their eight years of a dismal
economy that they had several overarching priorities: Get
the economy back on track, impose new regulations on the
financial sector, pass a health care plan, overhaul
immigration law and address climate change. These are all
Democrat plays that win the people little.
As his presidency concluded, PolitiFacts had a meter that
showed just 48% of Biden’s promises were kept. So, why
should we believe him now. Another 28% were part of a
Compromise. With no explanation, he broke a full 24
percent of his promises. Nobody in the press can find
Trump promises made and not kept.
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When Biden and Obama had Democrat majorities in the
House and Senate in 2009, Obama claims to have got a lot
done. But, then again he was forced later to say that,
though promised, there were few “shovel ready jobs.” It
was all poppy cock as Obama and Biden paid back political
favors with the recovery dollars. Obamacare itself was a
debacle that still has not been straightened out.
Obama had trouble pushing through his agenda. His
decision to use executive power infuriated Republicans in
Congress and prompted challenges in court. But it also
helped him follow through on a number of things he
promised voters. But they were not things that helped
America and that is why Americans looked for relief with
Donald Trump’s presidency
On November 8, 2016 Donald Trump became President of
America’s United States. On this day, he became one of the
most powerful men in the world. Trump waged a campaign
that destroyed conventional political strategy and he won
his first election against the predictions of almost
everybody. Unlike Obama and Biden Trump kept his
promises.
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Incidentals
This chapter takes a brief look first at some of the lesser
accomplishments that I call incidentals in the first part and
then moves on to some of the more significant
accomplishments that happened in Trump’s first year.
Again, there are far too many to get to them all.
The reason this and the next three chapters are in this book
is simple. These chapter show the wins Trump brought-in
for the American people despite the Democrats trying to
remove him from office with the Mueller investigation,
impeachment, and other shenanigans.
In a Biden Administration if Trump loses the election, all
of these wins would not only not be accomplished, Biden has
promised to reverse them all. So, What America Loses If
Trump Loses can be described as everything and the
country’s future.
Here is the 2017 list:.
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1. It was three days after the inauguration that on January
23, President Trump reinstated and expanded the Mexico
City Policy. This policy blocks the funding for international
organizations that perform or promote abortion. When
Trump promised he was pro-life, though he had waffled in
his past private life, he was a serious pro-life president.
This new program became known as Protecting Life in
Global Health Assistance (PLGHA), which now covers
$8.8 billion in family planning and global health funds that
go to organizations abroad. None of the providers may
perform or promote abortion. That means Planned
Parenthood on a global scale, would not be included.
2. Moving right along in 2017, on February 22, the
Department of Education, in conjunction with the
Department of Justice (DOJ) rescinded President Obama’s
guidance that required public schools to allow transgender
students to use the bathrooms and showers of their choice.
(Reuters)
President Donald Trump’s administration on Wednesday
of this week, revoked landmark guidance to public schools
letting transgender students use the bathrooms of their
choice, reversing a signature initiative of former
Democratic President Barack Obama. This was not a
popular notion for conservatives and it was on Trump’s list
of Obama policies that had to be reversed. s
Of course the left was and still is not happy. There had
been an expectation that the reversal would inflame
passions in the latest conflict in America between believers
in traditional values and social progressives. Most of us
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remember that last May Obama and Biden decided to let
transgender students use the bathrooms matching their
chosen gender identity.
The guidance had teeth in that Obama and Biden
threatened to withhold funding for schools that did not
comply. Transgender people had hailed the step as victory
for their civil rights.
Trump, who had just been in office a month taking office in
January, quickly rescinded those guidelines, even though
they had been put on hold by a federal judge, arguing that
states and public schools should have the authority to make
their own decisions without federal interference.
3. On May 4, President Trump signed an executive order
promoting free speech and religious liberty (known as the
“Religious Liberty Executive Order”), broadly setting forth
religious liberty as a policy priority of the administration,
and requiring all federal agencies to take action to protect
it. This was a big deal.
The order also more specifically addressed conscience
protections, forthcoming guidance from the DOJ, and
religious liberty in the context of free speech.
Here is a quote explaining why the President issued the
Executive order: “America is a nation of believers, and
together we are strengthened by the power of prayer.”
Trump noted that the order ensure that the faith-based and
community organizations that form the bedrock of our
society have strong advocates in the White House and
throughout the Federal Government. The objective is
structured in order to:
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• provide recommendations on the Administration’s
policy agenda affecting faith-based and community
programs;
• provide recommendations on programs and policies
where faith-based and community organizations may
partner and/or deliver more effective solutions to
poverty;
• apprise the Administration of any failures of the
executive branch to comply with religious liberty
protections under law; and
• reduce the burdens on the exercise of free religion.
The Executive Order created the White House Faith and
Opportunity Initiative within the Executive Office of the
President
• The Initiative will be led by the newly created
position of Advisor to the White House Faith and
Opportunity Initiative (Initiative) and be supported
by experts and various community and faith leaders
from outside of the Federal Government.
• All executive departments and agencies that do not
have Centers for Faith and Opportunity Initiatives
will designate a liaison to the Initiative.
President Trump has made it clear that religious freedom is
a priority throughout his Administration.
4. On August 25, President Trump made more changes to
things that had been staples of the Obama / Biden
administration, He announced changes to the Department
of Defense (DOD) policy which had allowed military
personnel to serve even if they openly self-identified as
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transgender. (A DOD study found the Obama
administration’s policy to be detrimental to military
readiness, lethality, and unit cohesion.
The president made the changes via a presidential
memorandum. Here are its main components provided by
the president:
Section 1. Policy. (a) Until June 2016, the Department of
Defense (DoD) and the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) (collectively, the Departments) generally prohibited
openly transgender individuals from accession into the
United States military and authorized the discharge of such
individuals.
Shortly before President Obama left office, however, his
Administration dismantled the Departments’ established
framework by permitting transgender individuals to serve
openly in the military, authorizing the use of the
Departments’ resources to fund sex-reassignment surgical
procedures, and permitting accession of such individuals
after July 1, 2017.
The Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of Homeland
Security have since extended the deadline to alter the
currently effective accession policy to January 1, 2018,
while the Departments continue to study the issue.
In my judgment, the previous Administration failed to
identify a sufficient basis to conclude that terminating the
Departments’ longstanding policy and practice would not
hinder military effectiveness and lethality, disrupt unit
cohesion, or tax military resources, and there remain
meaningful concerns that further study is needed to ensure
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that continued implementation of last year’s policy change
would not have those negative effects.
(b) Accordingly, by the authority vested in me as President
and as Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces of the
United States under the Constitution and the laws of the
United States of America, including Article II of the
Constitution, I am directing the Secretary of Defense, and
the Secretary of Homeland Security with respect to the
U.S. Coast Guard, to return to the longstanding policy and
practice on military service by transgender individuals that
was in place prior to June 2016 until such time as a
sufficient basis exists upon which to conclude that
terminating that policy and practice would not have the
negative effects discussed above.
The Secretary of Defense, after consulting with the
Secretary of Homeland Security, may advise me at any
time, in writing, that a change to this policy is warranted.
5. On September 7, DOJ filed an amicus brief with the
Supreme Court defending the religious freedom rights of
baker Jack Phillips in Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado
Civil Rights Commission. This filing is representative of
other actions defending religious freedom taking place
throughout the Trump administration DOJ.
6. On October 6, DOJ issued guidance and an
implementing memo (as instructed by the Religious Liberty
Executive Order) to all federal agencies explaining religious
freedom law and how religious liberty must be protected.
This guidance laid out a broad defense of religious liberty
based on multiple statutes and provided each federal
agency with guidelines for protecting religious liberty.
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Also on October 6, the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) proposed two regulations to deal with the
Obamacare “HHS contraceptive mandate” that had for
years violated conscience and religious liberty. These new
regulations exempt organizations that have moral or
religious objections to purchasing insurance that includes
coverage of contraceptives and abortion-causing drugs and
devices.
7. On Dec 22, 2017, President Donald Trump signed the
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA). It cut individual income
tax rates, doubled the standard deduction, and eliminated
personal exemptions from the tax code. The top individual
tax rate dropped from 39.6% to 37%, and numerous
itemized deductions were eliminated or affected as well.
The Act also cut the corporate tax rate from 35% to 21%
beginning in 2018. The corporate cuts are permanent, while
the individual changes expire at the end of 2025 unless
Congress acts to renew some or all of the provisions of the
TCJA.

Major Accomplishments
1. All year—continual roll-back of regulations
Trump signed an executive order cutting regulations for
small businesses and moved forward with plans to repeal
the Clean Power Plan, one of Obama’s signature acts as
president. Trump has also overseen moves to expand oil
drilling in the Arctic and Gulf of Mexico and granted a
permit to the Keystone XL pipeline previously rejected by
Obama.
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Trump vowed to reduce regulations he argued were
strangling the economy, and he’s taken important strides to
do so in the wake of opposition from congressional
Democrats, who argue the president’s actions on climate
are hurting America’s standing in the world. Local
governments led by Democrats have acted to reverse
Trump’s efforts on the Paris climate accords.
2 March 6, 2017 The travel ban
As we know, Trump ran on a platform of tougher
immigration enforcement, both to protect American jobs
and national security. A week into his presidency, he took
one of his most controversial steps, banning most travelers
from seven predominantly Muslim nations from entering
the United States.
The move triggered protests across the country and court
fights, but, by the end of the year, a version of Trump’s ban
was left standing.
Trump also took steps to increase border security and has
seen a drop in arrests on the border, a possible sign of
reduced entries.
He stepped up raids on immigrants in the country illegally
and oversaw a surge in arrests across the country. The head
of Immigration and Customs Enforcement says the agency
plans to take an even more aggressive approach next year.
3. Mar 24, 2017 Pulling out of the Trans-Pacific
Partnership
Trump began his presidency by carrying out another key
promise, withdrawing from the Trans-Pacific Partnership, a
massive trade deal with Asia he had called a “potential
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disaster for our country.” He has said his administration
will secure new trade deals with America’s Asian allies,
though firm details have yet to emerge.
Meanwhile, the administration is at work trying to
renegotiate the North American Free Trade Agreement
with Canada and Mexico. A new round of negotiations are
slated to be held in January, and it’s possible Trump could
decide to pull the U.S. from that deal as well.
4 . April Neil Gorsuch’s confirmation to the Supreme
Court. Trump’s biggest early victory came when the
Senate, in April, confirmed Neil Gorsuch to succeed the
late Antonin Scalia on the Supreme Court.
It was on April 7. The president got to appoint his first
SCOTUS nominee, Neil Gorsuch, who was confirmed to
the Supreme Court. Justice Gorsuch was a great pick and
Trump often bragged about it. He already has developed a
reputation as an originalist who will rule the right way on
religious liberty issues. Gorsuch is representative of
President Trump’s judicial nominees overall.
Gorsuch’s appointment marked the end of a bitter struggle
between Democrats and Republicans over the vacant seat.
It was also a victory for Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell (R-Ky.), who for nearly a year blocked former
President Obama’s pick to replace Scalia from getting even
a hearing to sit on the court.
The move also came as Trump aims to reshape the federal
judiciary with a host of other conservative nominations.
The Senate confirmed 12 of Trump’s federal appeals court
judges in 2017, a record for a president’s first year in office.
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5. June 1, 2007 Withdrawal from Paris climate deal
Trump followed through on one of his major campaign
promises when he announced in June that the U.S. would
leave the Paris climate deal reached under Obama. While
there have since been conflicting reports on the
administration’s current stance on the agreement, the move
fulfilled Trump’s pledge to tackle one of Obama’s signature
achievements and take a tougher stance against the
international community.
As noted in his June 1, 2017 remarks, President Trump
made the decision to withdraw from the Paris Agreement
because of the unfair economic burden imposed on
American workers, businesses, and taxpayers by U.S.
pledges made under the Agreement. The United States has
reduced all types of emissions, even as we grow our
economy and ensure our citizens’ access to affordable
energy.
Our results speak for themselves: U.S. emissions of criteria
air pollutants that impact human health and the
environment declined by 74% between 1970 and 2018.
U.S. net greenhouse gas emissions dropped 13% from
2005-2017, even as our economy grew over 19 percent.
The U.S. approach incorporates the reality of the global
energy mix and uses all energy sources and technologies
cleanly and efficiently, including fossil fuels, nuclear
energy, and renewable energy.
In international climate discussions, we will continue to
offer a realistic and pragmatic model – backed by a record
of real world results – showing innovation and open
markets lead to greater prosperity, fewer emissions, and
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more secure sources of energy. We will continue to work
with our global partners to enhance resilience to the
impacts of climate change and prepare for and respond to
natural disasters.
Just as we have in the past, the United States will continue
to research, innovate, and grow our economy while
reducing emissions and extending a helping hand to our
friends and partners around the globe.
6. June 16, 2017: Roll-back of some of Obama’s Cuba
policies
Trump followed up on his pledge to roll back Obama’s
opening up of relations with Cuba, tightening travel and
commercial ties with the communist island. He also placed
new financial restrictions on Havana, amid concerns over a
series of bizarre “sonic attacks” targeting U.S. diplomats in
the country.
While the moves were seen as a clear crackdown by Trump
on rapprochement with Cuba, much of Obama’s policies
toward Havana essentially remain intact.
7. Dec 14 Moving to repeal Obama’s net neutrality rules
In another blow to regulations enacted under Obama, the
Federal Communications Commission voted to repeal its
landmark net neutrality rules this month. The move drew
ire from Democrats, consumer groups and tech companies,
but was seen as a major win for advocates of less
government oversight.
8. Dec 6 2017 Declared Jerusalem the capital of Israel
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On December 6, 2017, US President Donald Trump
announced the United States recognition of Jerusalem
as the capital of Israel and ordered the planning of the
relocation of the U.S. Embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem.
In a radical departure from decades of foreign policy,
Trump announced that the U.S. would formally recognize
Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and begin the process of
moving its embassy to the contested holy city. The move
signified one of Trump’s boldest statements to the
international community, and, specifically, the United
Nations, which he has frequently criticized.
9. The tax-cut bill
On Dec 22, 2017, President Donald Trump signed the Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA). It cut individual income tax
rates, doubled the standard deduction, and eliminated
personal exemptions from the tax code. The top individual
tax rate dropped from 39.6% to 37%, and numerous
itemized deductions were eliminated or affected as well.
The Act also cut the corporate tax rate from 35% to 21%
beginning in 2018. The corporate cuts are permanent, while
the individual changes expire at the end of 2025 unless
Congress acts to renew some or all of the provisions of the
TCJA.
10. December 27 Fighting —and further degrading —ISIS
Largely following Obama’s strategy, Trump dealt major
blows to the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, forcing the
terrorist group to retreat from its two self-declared capitals:
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Mosul and Raqqa, located in Iraq and Syria, respectively.
Trump also expanded the military’s authority to carry out
air strikes in the Middle East, a factor some experts credit
for his administration’s progress against terrorism in the
region.
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Since 2017 was Trump’s first year, and he was just firing up
as President, we used slightly more detailed explanations to
cover his accomplishments. In the next three years, there
were tons of major accomplishments, most of which you
have heard about. So as to keep your attention, we will
attempt to summarize each of the wins. We don’t
guarantee it but, there should be less to read in the next
several chapters though there will be many more
accomplishments. OK! In the 2020 chapter, we will break
the wins down into categories and give a good perspective
on the significance of Trump’s four years as president
The sad part of the story in this book is with the onset of a
Biden/Harris administration, the wins would be over and
the 1000s of Trump wins from 2017 through 2020 would be
reversed.
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Here goes 2018:
1. Almost 4 million jobs created since election.
2. More Americans are now employed than ever
recorded before in our history.
3. We have created more than 400,000 manufacturing
jobs since my election.
4. Manufacturing jobs growing at the fastest rate in
more than THREE DECADES.
5. Economic growth last quarter hit 4.2 percent.
6. New unemployment claims recently hit a 49-year
low.
7. Median household income has hit highest level ever
recorded.
8. African-American unemployment has recently
achieved the lowest rate ever recorded.
9. Hispanic-American unemployment is at the lowest
rate ever recorded.
A. Asian-American unemployment recently achieved
the lowest rate ever recorded.
B. Women’s unemployment recently reached the lowest
rate in 65 years.
C. Youth unemployment has recently hit the lowest rate
in nearly half a century.
D. Lowest unemployment rate ever recorded for
Americans without a high school diploma.
E. Under my Administration, veterans’ unemployment
recently reached its lowest rate in nearly 20 years.
F. Almost 3.9 million Americans have been lifted off
food stamps since the election.
G. The Pledge to America’s Workers has resulted in
employers committing to train more than 4 million
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Americans. We are committed to VOCATIONAL
education.
H. 95 percent of U.S. manufacturers are optimistic
about the future—the highest ever.
I. Retail sales surged last month, up another 6 percent
over last year.
J. Signed the biggest package of tax cuts and reforms in
history. After tax cuts, over $300 billion poured back
in to the U.S. in the first quarter alone.
K. As a result of our tax bill, small businesses will have
the lowest top marginal tax rate in more than 80
years.
L. Helped win U.S. bid for the 2028 Summer Olympics
in Los Angeles.
M. Helped win U.S.-Mexico-Canada’s united bid for
2026 World Cup.
N. Opened ANWR and approved Keystone XL and
Dakota Access Pipelines.
O. Record number of regulations eliminated.
P. Enacted regulatory relief for community banks and
credit unions.
Q. Obamacare individual mandate penalty GONE.
R. My Administration is providing more affordable
healthcare options for Americans through association
health plans and short-term duration plans.
S. Last month, the FDA approved more affordable
generic drugs than ever before in history. And thanks
to our efforts, many drug companies are freezing or
reversing planned price increases.
T. We reformed the Medicare program to stop hospitals
from overcharging low-income seniors on their
drugs—saving seniors hundreds of millions of dollars
this year alone.
U. Signed Right-To-Try legislation.
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V. Secured $6 billion in NEW funding to fight the
opioid epidemic.
W.
We have reduced high-dose opioid
prescriptions by 16 percent during my first year in
office.
X. Signed VA Choice Act and VA Accountability Act,
expanded VA telehealth services, walk-in-clinics, and
same-day urgent primary and mental health care.
Y. Increased our coal exports by 60 percent; U.S. oil
production recently reached all-time high.
Z. United States is a net natural gas exporter for the first
time since 1957.
a) Withdrew the United States from the job-killing Paris
Climate Accord.
b) Cancelled the illegal, anti-coal, so-called Clean
Power Plan.
c) Secured record $700 billion in military funding; $716
billion next year.
d) NATO allies are spending $69 billion more on
defense since 2016.
e) Process has begun to make the Space Force the 6th
branch of the Armed Forces.
f) Confirmed more circuit court judges than any other
new administration.
g) Confirmed Supreme Court Justice Neil Gorsuch and
nominated Judge Brett Kavanaugh.
h) Withdrew from the horrible, one-sided Iran Deal.
i) Moved U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem.
j) Protecting Americans from terrorists with the Travel
Ban, upheld by Supreme Court.
k) Issued Executive Order to keep open Guantanamo
Bay.
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l) Concluded a historic U.S.-Mexico Trade Deal to
replace NAFTA. And negotiations with Canada are
underway as we speak.
m) Reached a breakthrough agreement with the E.U. to
increase U.S. exports.
n) Imposed tariffs on foreign steel and aluminum to
protect our national security.
o) Imposed tariffs on China in response to China’s
forced technology transfer, intellectual property theft,
and their chronically abusive trade practices.
p) Net exports are on track to increase by $59 billion
this year.
q) Improved vetting and screening for refugees, and
switched focus to overseas resettlement.
r) We have begun BUILDING THE WALL.
Republicans want STRONG BORDERS and NO
CRIME. Democrats want OPEN BORDERS which
equals MASSIVE CRIME.
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Since 2018 was Trump’s second year, and he was just
getting accustomed to making big wins as President, we
had used an even more detailed explanations to cover his
accomplishments. In the next two years, there were tons of
major accomplishments, most of which you have heard
about. So as to keep your attention, we will attempt to
summarize each of the accomplishments in outline format.
Get ready for many accomplishments
The sad part of the story in this book is with a
Biden/Harris administration, the wins would be finished
and the 1000s of Trump wins from 2018 through 2020
would be reversed.
We are making America stronger, prouder, and greater than ever
before. President Donald J. Trump
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PROMOTING ECONOMIC PROSPERITY FOR ALL: President
Trump’s pro-growth policies have led to an economic boom
that is lifting up Americans of all backgrounds.

1. Since President Trump’s election, more than 7
million jobs have been added to the economy.
2. For the first time on record there are more job
openings than unemployed Americans – 7 million
job openings.
3. In 2019 the unemployment rate reached its lowest
level in half a century.
4. The unemployment rate for women reached its
lowest rate in 65 years under President Trump.
5. Under President Trump, jobless claims hit their
lowest level in half a century.
6. The unemployment rates for African Americans,
Hispanic Americans, Asian Americans, veterans,
individuals with disabilities, and those without a high
school diploma have all reached record lows under
President Trump.
7. Since President Trump took office, over 2.4 million
Americans have been lifted out of poverty.
8. Poverty rates for African Americans and Hispanic
Americans have reached record lows.
9. Since President Trump’s election, nearly 7 million
Americans have been lifted off of food stamps.
A. President Trump is following through on his promise
to revitalize American manufacturing, with more
than a half million manufacturing jobs added since
the election.
B. President Trump is revitalizing distressed
communities through Opportunity Zones, which
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encourage investment and growth in underserved
communities.
C. President Trump has made supporting working
families a priority of his Administration.
D. President Trump has delivered on, and far exceeded,
his promise to slash two existing regulations for every
new regulation.
E. Since taking office, President Trump has rolled back
nearly 8 regulations for every new significant one.
F. President Trump has followed through on his
promise to repeal the Obama-era Waters of the
United States Rule, lifting a burden off American
farmers.
G. President Trump ended the previous
Administration’s war on coal.
H. The President announced the United States’
withdrawal from the Paris Climate Agreement,
which would have killed millions of American jobs.
I. The Administration has worked to undo the Obamaera fuel economy regulations by proposing the SAFE
Vehicles Rule to lower the cost of new and safer cars.
J. President Trump helped community banks by signing
legislation that rolled back costly provisions of DoddFrank.
FIGHTING FOR FAIRER TRADE: President Trump is
negotiating better trade deals for the American people
after years of our country being taken advantage of.
1. President Trump negotiated the U.S.-MexicoCanada agreement (USMCA) to replace the outdated
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
2. USMCA includes tremendous wins for American
workers, farmers, and manufacturers, generating over
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$68 billion in economic activity and creating 176,000
new jobs.
3. President Trump negotiated two tremendous deals
with Japan to boost America’s agricultural and
digital trade with the world’s third largest economy.
4. President Trump reached a historic phase one trade
agreement with China that will begin rebalancing our
two countries’ trade relationship.
5. President Trump imposed tariffs on foreign steel and
aluminum to protect our vital industries and support
our national security.
6. President Trump imposed tariffs to protect
American-made washing machines and solar
products that were hurt by import surges.
7. The United States scored an historic victory by
overhauling the Universal Postal Union (UPU),
whose outdated policies were undermining American
interests and workers.
8. President Trump has expanded markets for
American farmers to export their goods worldwide,
for example:
9. The European Union has opened up to more
American beef and increased imports of American
soybeans.
A. China lifted its ban on American poultry and opened
up to American beef.
B. South Korea lifted its ban on American poultry and
eggs and agreed to provide market access for the
greatest, guaranteed volume of American rice.
C. The Trump Administration has authorized a total of
$28 billion in aid for farmers who have been
subjected to unfair trade practices.
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SECURING THE BORDER: President Trump has taken
historic steps to confront the crisis on our Nation’s
borders and protect American communities.
1. President Trump is following through on his promise
to build a wall on our southern border.
2. The Administration expects to have approximately
450 miles of new border wall by the end of 2020.
3. The President struck new agreements with Mexico,
El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras to help stop
the flood of illegal immigration.
4. The President worked with Mexico to ensure they
would improve their border security.
5. The Trump Administration is stopping deadly drugs
and violent criminals from flowing across our borders
RESTORING THE RULE OF LAW: President Trump is
upholding the rule of law, restoring integrity to our
asylum system, and promoting immigrant selfsufficiency.
1. The President released an order that makes aliens
ineligible for asylum if they passed through another
country in transit to our border and did not apply for
asylum in that country first.
2. Since taking office, President Trump has stepped up
enforcement to ensure there are consequences for
breaking our laws.
3. The Trump Administration is cracking down on
sanctuary cities and increasing cooperation at the
local level on immigration enforcement.
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4. The President issued a proclamation to ensure
immigrants admitted to America do not burden our
healthcare system.
5. The President has taken action to reduce
nonimmigrant visa overstays, a problem that
undermines the rule of law, impacts public safety,
and strains resources needed for the border.
6. President Trump made our country safer by ordering
the enhanced vetting of individuals attempting to
come to America from countries that do not meet our
security standards.
CREATING SAFER COMMUNITIES: President
Trump’s policies are supporting our brave law
enforcement officers and making America’s communities
safer.
1. Violent crime fell in 2017 and 2018, after rising
during each of the two years prior to President
Trump taking office.
2. President Trump signed the First Step Act into law,
making our criminal justice system fairer for all while
making our communities safer.
3. President Trump has promoted second-chance hiring
to give former inmates the opportunity to live crimefree lives and find meaningful employment, all while
making our communities safer.
4. The President is standing up for our Nation’s law
enforcement officers, ensuring they have the support
they need to keep our communities safe.
5. President Trump signed the STOP School Violence
Act and created a Commission on School Safety to
examine ways to make our schools safer.
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6. The Trump Administration is fighting to end the
egregious crime of human trafficking.
ADVANCING AMERICA’S INTERESTS ABROAD:
President Trump is putting America first and advancing
our interests across the world.
1. President Trump’s maximum pressure campaign is
countering Iran’s influence and pressuring the
corrupt regime to abandon its malign activities.
2. The President removed the United States from the
horrible, one-sided Iran nuclear deal and re-imposed
all sanctions that were lifted by the deal.
3. In response to Iran’s aggression and gross human
rights violations, the President authorized crippling
sanctions on the regime’s leadership, including the
Supreme Leader.
4. President Trump has held two historic summits with
North Korea and earlier this year became the first
President to cross the DMZ into North Korea.
5. The Administration has maintained tough sanctions
on North Korea while negotiations have taken place.
6. Since taking office, President Trump has taken
historic steps to support and defend our cherished
ally Israel.
7. This year, President Trump acknowledged Israel’s
sovereignty over the Golan Heights and declared
Israeli settlements in the West Bank are not
inconsistent with international law.
8. The President made good on his promise to
recognize Jerusalem as the true capital of Israel and
move the United States Embassy there.
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9. The President removed the United States from the
United Nations (U.N.) Human Rights Council due
to the group’s blatant anti-Israel bias.
A. President Trump has successfully urged North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) members to
increase their defense spending and to focus on
modern priorities.
B. NATO Allies will increase defense spending by $130
billion by the end of next year.
C. Earlier this year, the President took action to protect
our Second Amendment rights by announcing the
United States will not join the misguided Arms Trade
Treaty.
D. President Trump has promoted democracy
throughout the Western Hemisphere and imposed
heavy sanctions on the regimes in Venezuela, Cuba,
and Nicaragua.
E. The President reversed the previous Administration’s
disastrous Cuba policy.
F. President Trump has stood with the democratically
elected National Assembly and the Venezuelan
people and worked to cut off the financial resources
of the Maduro regime.
G. The Trump Administration has secured the release of
Americans unjustly imprisoned abroad, including
Kevin King, Xiyue Wang, Danny Burch, and more.
H. The President created the first-ever whole-ofgovernment approach to women’s economic
empowerment through his Women’s Global
Development and Prosperity Initiative.
I. In June of 2019, the President released the U.S.
Strategy on Women, Peace, and Security, which
focuses on increasing women’s participation to
prevent and resolve conflicts.
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REBUILDING OUR NATION’S DEFENSE: President
Trump is investing in our military and ensuring our
forces are able to defend against any and all threats.
1. President Trump signed the National Defense
Authorization Act (NDAA) for fiscal year (FY)
2020, authorizing a historic $738 billion in defense
spending.
2. President Trump continued to invest in rebuilding
our military, after signing legislation to provide for
$700 billion in defense spending in FY18 and $716
billion in FY19.
3. President Trump signed a 3.1% pay raise for our
troops, the largest increase in a decade.
4. The President signed legislation establishing the
Space Force as a new branch of the Armed Forces,
the first new branch since 1947.
5. The United States Space Command was relaunched
in August 2019.
6. The President is modernizing and recapitalizing our
nuclear forces and missile defenses to ensure they
continue to serve as a strong deterrent.
7. The President upgraded our cyber defenses by
elevating the Cyber Command into a major
warfighting command and reducing burdensome
procedural restrictions on cyber operations.
8. President Trump is protecting America’s defenseindustrial base, directing the first whole-ofgovernment assessment of our manufacturing and
defense supply chains since the 1950s.
9. Under the President’s leadership, the United States is
taking the fight to terrorists all around the globe.
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A. ISIS’ territorial caliphate has been defeated and all
territory recaptured in Iraq and Syria.
B. The United States has brought Abu Bakr alBaghdadi, the founder of ISIS, to justice.
C. The President has taken decisive military action to
punish the Assad regime in Syria for the barbaric use
of chemical weapons on its own people.
D. The President also authorized sanctions against those
tied to Syria’s chemical weapons program.
HONORING OUR VETERANS: President Trump is
standing up for America’s veterans by ensuring they
receive the proper care and support they deserve.
1. President Trump signed the VA MISSION Act,
revolutionizing the VA system, increasing choice,
and providing quality care for our veterans.
2. The Trump Administration has expanded veterans’
ability to access telehealth services, including through
the “Anywhere to Anywhere” VA health care
initiative.
3. President Trump has brought accountability to the
VA, as promised.
4. Veterans are seeing an improvement in quality of
care under President Trump.
5. President Trump signed the Veterans Appeals
Improvement and Modernization Act of 2017 to
expedite the veteran appeals process.
6. Under President Trump, the VA launched a new tool
that provides veterans with online access to average
wait times and quality-of-care data.
7. Just as he promised, President Trump opened up a
24/7 White House VA Hotline to provide veterans
access to help at all times.
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8. President Trump has committed his Administration
to addressing the horrible tragedy of veteran suicide.
9. This year, the veteran unemployment rate reached its
lowest level since 2000.
A. President Trump signed an executive order that
paves the way for veterans to more easily join the
Merchant Marine, providing quality job
opportunities.
B. President Trump signed the Forever GI Bill, allowing
veterans to use their educational benefits at any point
in their lives.
C. President Trump expedited the process of discharging
Federal student loan debt for our Nation’s totally and
permanently disabled veterans.
D. President Trump signed the HAVEN Act to ensure
that veterans who’ve declared bankruptcy don’t lose
their disability payments.
E. President Trump signed legislation providing a
pathway for Alaska Natives who served in Vietnam
to receive the land allotments to which they are
legally entitled.
COMBATING THE OPIOID CRISIS: President Trump
has made battling the opioid crisis a top priority for his
Administration, and the results couldn’t be clearer.
1. President Trump brought attention to the opioid
crisis by declaring it a nationwide public health
emergency.
2. President Trump announced a Safer Prescriber Plan
that seeks to decrease the amount of opioids
prescription fills by one third within three years.
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3. From January 2017 to September 2019, the total
amount of opioids prescriptions filled in America
dropped by 31%.
4. President Trump and his Administration aggressively
worked to cut off the flow of deadly drugs into our
communities.
5. In FY 2019, ICE HSI seized 12,466 pounds of
opioids including 3,688 pounds of fentanyl, an
increase of 35% from FY 2018.
6. The Administration shut down the country’s biggest
Darknet distributer of drugs, seizing enough fentanyl
to kill 105,000 Americans in the process.
7. Under President Trump, a DOJ strike force charged
more than 65 defendants collectively responsible for
distributing over 45 million opioid pills.
8. The Administration has brought kingpin designations
against traffickers operating in China, India, Mexico
and more who have played a role in the epidemic in
America.
9. Evidence suggests that President Trump’s efforts are
making a real difference across the Nation.
A. Preliminary data shows overdose deaths fell
nationwide in 2018 for the first time in decades.
PUTTING PATIENTS FIRST: President Trump is
working hard to give Americans better quality care at a
lower cost.
1. The Administration is delivering quality healthcare
and promoting innovative treatment options for
American patients.
2. Earlier this year, President Trump signed an order to
protect and improve Medicare for our seniors,
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encouraging even more competition and promoting
innovative benefits.
3. President Trump signed and implemented the Right
to Try Act, which has expanded treatment options
for terminally ill patients.
4. The President has taken action to combat childhood
cancer, initiating an effort to provide $500 million
over the next decade to improve pediatric cancer
research.
5. The President signed legislation providing an
additional $1 billion in Alzheimer’s disease research
funding.
6. The Administration launched a plan to end the
HIV/AIDS epidemic in America in the next decade.
7. President Trump took action to increase the
availability of organs for patients in need of
transplants and provide more treatment options and
improve care for patients suffering from kidney
disease.
8. The President signed an order to modernize the
influenza vaccine.
9. The Administration is making healthcare more
affordable and transparent.
A. The Administration is requiring hospitals to make
their prices negotiated with insurers publicly and
easily available online.
B. The President has worked to reduce the burden felt
by Americans due to Obamacare and eliminated
Obamacare’s individual mandate penalty.
C. President Trump released legislative principles to end
surprise medical billing and is working with Congress
to give patients the control they deserve.
D. President Trump is following through on his pledge
to combat high drug prices.
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E. President Trump released a blueprint to reduce drug
prices and expand affordability for American
patients.

SAFEGUARDING LIFE AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY:
President Trump has made it a priority of his
Administration to uphold the sanctity of life and
safeguard religious liberty for all.
1. President Trump is unequivocally committed to
protecting the sanctity of every human life.
2. President Trump has called on Congress to end lateterm abortions.
3. The Trump Administration cut all funding to the
U.N. population fund, due to the fund’s support for
coercive abortion and forced sterilization.
4. President Trump is protecting healthcare entities and
individuals’ conscience rights—ensuring that no
medical professional is forced to participate in an
abortion in violation of their beliefs.
5. The Administration provided relief to American
employers like Little Sisters of the Poor, protecting
them from being forced to provide coverage that
violate their conscience.
6. President Trump has taken unprecedented action to
support the fundamental right to religious freedom.
7. The Trump Administration continues to vigorously
defend religious liberty in the courts at every
opportunity.
8. President Trump reversed the Obama-era policy that
prevented the government from providing disaster
relief to religious organizations.
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9. The Trump Administration has stood up for religious
liberty around the world.
A. The Administration has partnered with local and
faith-based organizations to provide assistance to
religious minorities persecuted in Iraq.
B. In 2019, the Administration imposed restrictions on
certain Chinese officials, internal security units, and
companies for their complicity in the persecution of
Uighur Muslims and other Muslim minorities in
Xinjiang.
TRANSFORMING THE COURTS: President Trump is
transforming the Federal judiciary by appointing a
historic number of Federal judges who will interpret the
Constitution as written.
1. Working with the Senate, President Trump has now
(2019) had 187 judicial nominees confirmed to the
Federal bench.
2. President Trump’s remaking of the judiciary is only
accelerating with 103 Federal judges confirmed in
2019, more than 2017 and 2018 combined.
3. The President named Justices Brett Kavanaugh and
Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court, fulfilling his
promise to appoint justices who will uphold the
constitution as written.
4. President Trump has appointed 50 Circuit Court
judges – more than any other President at this point
in their Administrations.
5. More than a quarter of all active Circuit Court judges
were appointed by President Trump.
6. The average age of Trump-appointed circuit judges is
less than 50 years old, ensuring that these qualified
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jurists will continue to have an impact for decades to
come.
7. President Trump has flipped the Second, Third, and
Eleventh Circuits from Democrat-appointed
majorities to Republican-appointed majorities.
USHERING IN AN ERA OF ENERGY DOMINANCE:
President Trump’s policies are ushering in a new era of
American energy dominance.
1. President Trump has rolled back the burdensome
regulations of the past Administration and
implemented policies that are unleashing American
energy.
2. The United States is the largest oil and natural gas
producer in the world.
3. American oil production reached its highest level in
history in 2019.
4. The United States became a net exporter of crude oil
and petroleum products in September 2019, the first
time this has occurred since records began in 1973.
5. Natural gas production is projected to set a record
high in 2019, marking the third consecutive year of
record production.
6. President Trump is opening up more access to our
country’s abundant natural resources in order to
promote energy independence.
7. President Trump is promoting energy infrastructure
to ensure American energy producers can deliver
their products to the market.
8. This year, President Trump signed two Executive
Orders to streamline processes holding back the
construction of new energy infrastructure, like
pipelines.
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9. In 2017, the Administration took action to approve
the Dakota Access pipeline and the Keystone XL
pipeline.
A. The Administration issued permits for the New
Burgos Pipeline that will export American petroleum
products to Mexico.
B. American energy exports have reached historic highs.
C. President Trump strengthened America’s domestic
energy production and supported our Nation’s
farmers by approving year-round E-15.
D. President Trump has promoted domestic energy
production and economic growth while working to
ensure Americans have access to safe drinking water
and a clean environment.
E. The United States environmental record is one of the
strongest in the world and America continues to
make environmental progress in clean air and clean
water.
F. Under President Trump’s leadership, the EPA took
action to protect vulnerable Americans from lead
exposure by proposing changes to the Lead and
Copper rule.
G. Under President Trump’s leadership, in FY 2019 the
EPA completed cleanup on the most superfund sites
on the National Priority List in 18 years.
H. Emissions of all criteria pollutants dropped between
2016 and 2018.
PROMOTING EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY:
President Trump is working to ensure all Americans have
access to quality education.
1. President Trump signed into law a modernization of
our country’s career and technical education system
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2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

to ensure more Americans have access to highquality vocational education.
Thanks to President Trump’s historic tax reform,
parents can now withdraw up to $10,000 tax-free per
year from 529 education savings plans to cover K-12
tuition costs.
President Trump has made supporting Historically
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) a priority
of his Administration.
President Trump signed the Farm Bill that included
more than $100 million dollars for scholarships,
research, and centers of excellence at HBCU landgrant institutions.
The Administration has enabled faith-based HBCUs
to enjoy equal access to Federal support.
President Trump signed legislation providing $255
million dollars of permanent annual funding for
HBCUs and other Minority Serving Institutions.
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Chapter 7 2020 Trump Accomplishments
Trump’s accomplishments are too numerous to list. But,
we’ll show a lot of wins in this chapter

Many of these wins occurred over the four years as they
were not instant in time wins.

The Trump Economy
1. Under President Trump we achieved record economic success
and will do so again.
2. In his first three years, the President built the strongest
economy in the world and he is in the process of doing it
again.
3. Before our record economic success was artificially halted by
a global pandemic, President Trump built the hottest economy
in the world.
4. In May, 2.5 million jobs were added, far better than the
predicted jobs loss of 8.5 million.
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5. The NASDAQ recently hit a record high, topping 10,000 for
the first time ever.
6. Under President Trump, 5.6 million people have come off
food stamps.
7. Since President Trump took office 2.4 million Americans have
been lifted out of poverty.
8. The stock market has reached record highs under President
Trump.

Trump’s Deregulation
1. President Trump has rolled back unnecessary job-killing
regulations at a historic pace.
2. The Administration has cut nearly 8 regulations for every new
rule. This far exceeds the promise made to cut 2 regulations
for every 1 regulation added.
3. Regulatory costs have been slashed by nearly $50 billion and
have saved taxpayers $220 billion once actions are fully
implemented.
4. The deregulation efforts will save American households an
estimated $3,100 per year.
5. President Trump took action to increase transparency in
Federal agencies and protect Americans from administration
abuse.

Trump’s Coronavirus Response
1. President Trump and the White House Coronavirus Task
Force led and are continuing to lead an unprecedented,
comprehensive, and aggressive whole of America approach to
slow the spread of the virus. Compared with the rest of the
world, it has been very successful.
2. The Administration’s response began early. In January 31,
President Trump declared the coronavirus a public health
emergency and suspended entry into the U. S to help stop the
spread.
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3. President Trump, the CDC, and the White House
Coronavirus Task Force, headed by Vice President Pence,
released guidelines for all Americans to follow.
4. On March 13, President Trump declared a national
emergency which granted access to $42 billion to fight the
coronavirus.
5. For the first time, President Trump declared that a major
disaster exists within all 50 states at once.
6. The White House announced President Trump donated his
fourth quarter salary to fight the coronavirus.
7. On March 27, President Trump signed the bipartisan $2
trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
(CARES) Act into law. The CARES Act hasand continues to
provide much needed relief to our small businesses and
workers and helped stabilize the economy.

Important Facets include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Direct assistance to families and workers through recovery
checks. Individuals were eligible for checks up to $1,200 and
married couples filing jointly are eligible for checks up to
$2,400, with an extra $500 for each child. Millions of
Americans received Economic Impact Payment checks.
The CARES Act strengthened and expanded unemployment
insurance for Americans who could not work due to the
coronavirus disaster.
Included in the CARES Act was the Paycheck Protection
Program (PPP), a billion-dollar program that provides 8 weeks
of cash flow assistance to small businesses.
The Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) saved millions of
jobs and delivered over 4.2 million loans totaled at over $670
billion.
Many economists credited the PPP with helping to jumpstart
our great American comeback.
Over 20 million tests have been completed in the United
States, far more than any other country.
Vaccine candidates and therapeutics are rapidly being
developed.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The President cut red tape and launched “Operation Warp
Speed” to develop a vaccine as quickly as possible.
The FDA approved an antibody test.
President Trump has led the largest national mobilization
since World War II to deliver Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) and supplies.
More than 90 million N-95 masks o 126 million surgical
masks o 9 million face shields 21 million surgical gowns 993
million gloves
An additional 15,400 pieces of PPE were sent to nursing
homes. 100,000 ventilators will be manufactured in 100 days.
No American who has needed a ventilator has gone without
one. The Trump effort on ventilators has given the US the
commanding lead as the provider of the world’s supply of
ventilators. Not only do we satisfy domestic use, we are the
supplier to the world.
The Army Corps of Engineers built temporary field hospitals
including one at the Javits Center in New York City. They
also constructed alternative care sites in states across the
country.
The U.S. Navy deployed the USNS Comfort and USNS
Mercy hospital ships.
100 Project Airbridge flights arrived in the U.S. carrying
nearly 750 million pieces of PPE and other medical supplies.
Answering President Trump’s call, private sector companies
including Ford Motor Company, Apple, Ralph Lauren,
Brooks Brothers, 3M, and others stepped up to produce PPE
and medical supplies. o We have strengthened the strategic
national stockpile for any challenge. The stockpile had been
depleted in the Biden/ Obama era.
President Trump has taken steps to protect our nation’s
seniors and the most vulnerable.
The Administration raised the infectious disease standards at
nursing homes.
Supplies and critical assistance continues to be delivered to
our seniors.
HHS announced nearly $1 billion in grants to assist older
adults providing necessary services.
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The USDA worked to deliver 1 million meals per week to
rural kids out of school.
• The President quickly issued a travel notice for China and
increased airport screening before there was a case in the U.S.
• The Administration secured the border and issued critical
travel restrictions which slowed the spread.
• The State Department brought home more than 50,000
Americans stranded overseas as a result of coronavirus travel
restrictions.
• The Trump Administration is providing health and economic
support to underserved communities impacted by
coronavirus.
• The Federal Government is helping cover the cost of the
treatment for uninsured Americans.
• President Trump is putting America First and holding the
World Health Organization (WHO) accountable for the
mismanagement of the coronavirus.
• President Trump and the White House Coronavirus Task
Force released guidelines for opening America safely.
• “Opening Up America” is a data-driven approach that
empowers our nation’s governors to make decisions based on
the situation on the ground.
• Governors across the country are creating roadmaps to reopen
their states.
• Coronavirus Commission for Safety and Quality in Nursing
Homes was established.

Immigration
1. President Trump is working to secure our border.
2. President Trump is fulfilling his promise to build a border
wall, with sizable portions already finished or under
construction.
3. It’s expected that 450 miles will be finished by the end of
2020.
4. So far Border fence 360 miles, 539,000 tons of steel, 774,00
CUYD concrete.
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5. Under President Trump, the U.S. Border Patrol has arrested
hundreds of members of dangerous gangs.
6. The President has strongly enforced our nation’s immigration
laws by cracking down on illegal immigration and taken aim
at “sanctuary cities.”
7. President Trump has called on Congress to close dangerous
loopholes such as “Catch and Release,” end chain migration,
and end the visa lottery program which enables illegal
immigration.
8. The Administration is looking to close the Flores Settlement
Agreement that requires the government to release families
into the country after 20 days. This loophole has been
exploited by smugglers who use children as pawns to enter
our country.
9. We are closing asylum loopholes – recently, the
Administration instituted a new rule requiring migrants who
come to our border to have previously applied and been
denied to a country they passed through.
A. President Trump was successful in his efforts to get Mexico
and the Northern Triangle countries to step up and help stop
the crisis at the border.
B. President Trump’s successful negotiations led to border
apprehensions falling more than 70% from May (the peak of
the crisis) to November 2019.
C. In May 2019, President Trump announced a new immigration
proposal that would modernize our system and secure the
border.
D. The Administration has made it a priority to end human
trafficking and is using many resources to do so.
E. Nine pieces of legislation aimed at combatting human
trafficking and modern slavery have been signed into law by
President Trump.
F. The Administration provided funding to support the National
Human Trafficking Hotline.
G. The Anti-Trafficking Coordination Team (ACTeam) initiative
more than doubled convictions of human traffickers and
increased the number of defendants charged in ACTeam
districts.
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H. President Trump became the first ever sitting president to
attend the annual meeting of the President’s Interagency Task
Force to Monitor and Combat Trafficking.
I. President Trump signed an executive order to establish a
position in the White House policy office that is solely
devoted to work on combatting human trafficking.

Foreign Policy
1. President Trump has restored our nation’s standing in the
world and is standing up to bad actors.
2. The United States has successfully decimated ISIS.
3. Under President Trump, the number one terrorist leader Abu
Bakr al-Baghdadi was taken out.
4. President Trump ordered the killing of Qassem Soleimani, the
head of Iran’s elite Quds Force and an evil, ruthless, and
deadly terrorist.
5. President Trump fulfilled his promise to name Jerusalem
Israel’s capital city and moved the U.S. Embassy.
6. The President removed the U.S. from the U.N. Human Rights
Council due to the group’s blatant anti-Israel bias.
7. President Trump released a bold vision for peace in the
Middle East.
8. President Trump held two historic summits with North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un, further demonstrating the
Administration’s commitment to a denuclearized Korean
peninsula.
9. The Administration has maintained tough sanctions on North
Korea while negotiations have taken place.
A. President Trump’s maximum pressure campaign is countering
Iran’s influence and pressuring the regime to abandon its
malign activities.
B. President Trump withdrew the U.S. from the Iran Nuclear
Agreement and instituted the toughest sanctions in history to
drive the regime’s oil exports to zero.
C. President Trump authorized crippling sanctions on the Iranian
regime.
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D. The Trump Administration has imposed sanctions on Russian
entities and individuals previously indicted for their roles in
Russian interference in our election.
E. To better promote democracy across the globe, President
Trump imposed sanctions on regimes in Venezuela, Cuba,
and Nicaragua.
F. President Trump reversed the previous administration’s policy
on Cuba.
G. President Trump urged NATO members to increase defense
spending.

Trade
1. President Trump has been delivering on his promise to correct
trade imbalances.
2. The Trump Administration had taken unprecedented steps to
modernize and improve trading practices and negotiate freer,
fairer, and reciprocal trade agreements with our global allies.
3. President Trump has kept his promise to deliver a modern and
rebalanced trade deal to replace NAFTA. The United States –
Mexico – Canada Agreement (USMCA)
4. President Trump negotiated a new United States-Japan trade
deal with Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. Japan is one of our
strongest economic partners and this trade deal builds on that
partnership. It is a big win for American farmers, ranchers,
workers, and businesses.
5. The Administration revised the United States -Korea Free
Trade Agreement (KORUS) to make it more beneficial to
American workers.
6. The President and European Union President Juncker agreed
to a new trade deal that strengthens and reforms our trade
relationship.

The new trade deal agreement provides the following:
•
•

Works toward zero tariffs, zero non-tariff barriers, zero
subsidies on non-automotive industrial goods.
Makes it easier for the EU to purchase liquefied gas.
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•

Reduces trade and bureaucratic obstacles between the U.S.
and the EU.
• Addresses unfair trade practices.

President Trump signed a historic phase one trade deal
•

President Trump signed a historic phase one trade deal with
China that includes key commitments from China on stopping
unfair trading practices and increasing purchases of U.S.
goods.
• President Trump withdrew the United States from the flawed
Trans-Pacific Partnership.
• President Trump has forced our allies to recommit to NATO.

Judicial
1. President Trump continues to reshape the Federal judiciary at
a record pace and is following through on his promise to
appoint judges who will uphold the Constitution and rule of
law.
2. President Trump continues to reshape the Federal judiciary at
a record pace.
3. President Trump has installed more federal court judges than
any president in the past four decades.
4. The President is following through on his promise to appoint
judges who will uphold the Constitution and rule of law for
generations to come.
5. President Trump has nominated, and the Senate has
confirmed a grand total of 200 Article III judges.
6. 2 Supreme Court Justices – Justice Gorsuch and Justice
Kavanaugh, 53 Circuit Court judges, 143 District Court
judges, 2 Court of International Trade Judges
7. President Trump’s judicial confirmations have “flipped” 3 –
2nd, 3rd, 11th Circuits – federal appeals courts to Republican.
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8. Not a single circuit court vacancy exists anywhere in the
nation for the first time in at least 40 years.
9. In 2018, President Trump broke the record for the most circuit
court of appeals judges (29) confirmed in the first 2 years of a
presidency.

Law Enforcement
1. Law Enforcement is not supported by Biden and National
Democrats. In fact, Democrat Mayors across the country have
had their police stand down at times when BLM and
ANTIFA Activists have resorted to looting and terroristic
activities to accomplish
2. President Trump has provided support for Mayors who ask.
3. President Trump says he will wipe out the looting and the
riots within a few days if asked.
4. President Trump’s policies are supporting our brave law
enforcement officers and making our communities safer.
5. President Trump has supported our law enforcement officers
and their families.
6. President Trump has pledged to not defund the police.
7. A new commission was established to evaluate best practices
for recruiting, training, and supporting law enforcement
officers.
8. Violent crime fell in 2017 and 2018 after rising each of the two
years prior to President Trump taking office.
9. President Trump signed the Safe Policing for Safe
Communities Executive Order to encourage and incentivize
local police department reforms while maintaining his
commitment to law and order.
A. This historic EO will help implement best practices on use of
force and improve information sharing.
B. President Trump’s EO will ban chokeholds
C. President Trump signed the historic FIRST STEP Act into
law, making our communities safer and reformed our criminal
justice system fairer.
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D. President Trump and his administration have promoted
second chance hiring.
E. The administration revived Project Safe Neighborhoods,
which brings together prosecutors, police, sheriffs, and
citizens groups to put the most dangerous violent crime
offenders behind bars.
F. The President signed legislation that permanently funds the
9/11 Victim Compensation Fund.
G. President Trump signed the Fix NICS Act into law in 2018,
strengthening the background check system to ensure we keep
guns out of the hands of criminals.
H. President Trump signed STOP School Violence Act and
created a Commission on School Safety to examine ways to
make our schools safer.
I. President Trump and his administration have taken critical
steps to end human trafficking.
J. The Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act was
signed into law. The legislation tightens criteria for whether
countries are meeting standards for eliminating trafficking.

Health Care
1. President Trump led a bold response to COVID-19, reduced
the cost of health care, and has taken significant steps to fight
the opioid epidemic.
2. Since January, 2020, President Trump has led a bold,
aggressive, and decisive response to the coronavirus
pandemic.
3. President Trump has prioritized fixing our broken health care
system and worked with Congress to implement a system that
works for all Americans.
4. The President has made it clear patients with preexisting
conditions will be protected.
5. The individual mandate penalty has been eliminated.
6. Association Health Plans have been expanded.
7. Short-term, limited duration insurance plans have been
extended.
8. President Trump is working to implement his plan to lower
prescription drugs.
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9. Under the Trump Administration, we have seen the first ever
decline of average benchmark premiums on the federal health
care exchange.
A. The President signed an Executive Order to improve seniors’
health care and improve the fiscal sustainability of Medicare.
B. Reforms to expand Medicare Advantage options and Health
Reimbursement Accounts have been expanded.
C. President Trump mobilized his entire Administration to
address the drug addiction and opioid abuse by declaring a
Nationwide Public Health Emergency.
D. President Trump signed the SUPPORT for Patients and
Communities Act to fight the opioid epidemic.
E. The Administration launched FindTreatment.gov a public
resource to help combat substance abuse.
F. President Trump signed an Executive Order that increases
price and quality transparency.
G. President Trump announced additional action to provide
more affordable insulin options through Medicare.
H. By 2021, many seniors enrolled in participating enhanced Part
D plans will have access to a broad set of insulins at a
maximum $35 copay for a month’s supply.
I. The Administration has committed to ending surprise billing.
J. HHS is finalizing a rule that will require hospitals to make
prices publicly available online and in a more consumerfriendly format.
K. The Administration has proposed a rule to require insurance
companies and group health plans to provide enrollees with
cost estimates.
L. The Trump Administration has promoted innovation and
solutions to expand treatment options for Americans living
with disease including HIV/AIDS, kidney disease, pediatric
cancer, Alzheimer’s, and more.
M. The Administration launched a program to provide the HIV
prevention drug PrEP to uninsured patients for free.
N. Signed the bipartisan Tobacco-Free Youth Act to raise the
nationwide age for purchasing tobacco and vaping products to
21 years old.
O.Costly Obamacare taxes were repealed including the
“Cadillac tax” and the Medical Device Tax.
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Environment
President Trump has been enacting measures to promote
a clean and healthy environment for all Americans. The
President and the Administration continue to pursue
policies that encourage environmental protection while
promoting economic growth. There are many facets to
the Trump environment protections. As a result of the
Trump Administration, the US now has the cleanest air
on record and remain a global leader for access to clean
drinking water. The president intends to keep it that
way.

Energy
1. President Trump’s policies have begun to unleash our nation’s
energy potential.
2. President Trump signed an Executive Order to expand
offshore oil and gas drilling and open more leases to develop
offshore drilling.
3. The U.S. is the largest producer of oil and natural gas in the
world.
4. The Administration acted aggressively to increase exports of
energy resources to the global market and allowed financing
for coal and fossil energy projects.
5. President Trump has approved the infrastructure and provided
the resources needed to unleash Oil and gas production in the
U.S.
6. The Keystone XL and Dakota Access pipelines were
approved, supporting an estimated total of 42,000 jobs and $2
billion in wages.
7. The New Burgos Pipeline, a cross-border project that will
export U.S. gasoline to Mexico, was approved.
8. The Trump Administration reversed President Obama’s
moratorium on new leases for oil and gas development on
Federal lands.
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9. The President rescinded President Obama’s costly Clean
Power Plan.
A. The President proposed the Affordable Clean Energy Rule to
reduce greenhouse gasses, empower states, promote energy
independence, and facilitate economic growth and job
creation.
B. The Administration has rescinded many costly Obama-Era
regulations including the methane emissions rule that would
cost American energy developers an estimated $530 million
annually.

C. The President announced and has withdrawn the U.S. from
the unfair Paris Climate Accord.

Agriculture
President Trump and his Administration continue to help
our farmers with concern, tariffs on offending nations,
and actions such as the sweeping new Farm Bill in 2018.

Education
1. President Trump and his administration are putting students
and families first.
2. The President understands the importance of education and
continues to declare the last week in January National School
Choice Week.
3. The President signed a historic Executive Order that promotes
and protects free speech on college campuses.
4. President Trump and his Administration support the
Education Freedom Scholarships and Opportunity Act.
5. In 2019, President Trump signed a memorandum that
eliminates 100% of student loan debt for permanently disabled
veterans.
6. The President continues to work with the Department of
Education to expand transparency and give students
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expanded access to vital information about the career
outcomes of the programs they enroll in.
President Trump has made Historically Black Colleges and
Universities a priority, including appropriating more money to
HBCUs in one year than any other president and establishing
a Presidential Board of Advisors on HBCUs.
President Trump signed the FUTURE Act into law. The law
permanently funds HBCUs and simplifies the FAFSA
application
The President is committed to expanding and strengthening
education in science, technology, engineering, and
mathematic (STEM).
President Trump issued a presidential memorandum
encouraging the Department of Education to promote STEM,
especially Computer Science.
President Trump directed more than $200 million per year to
technology education grants for women and programs that
encourage participation in STEM careers.
The President signed the bipartisan reauthorization of the Carl
D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Act. This law
provides the necessary training for students and workers to
succeed in the 21st century economy.
The President donated his 2017 second quarter salary to the
Department of Education. The funds were used to host a
STEM focused camp for students.
President Trump signed the INSPIRE Act which encourages
NASA to have more women and girls participate in STEM
and pursue careers in aerospace.
The President signed an Executive Order to expand
apprenticeships in America.
President Trump has encouraged state and federal lawmakers
to expand school choice.
The administration lowered regulatory hurdles and restored
flexibility to schools with respect to menus in their cafeterias.
President Trump is committed to making our schools safer.
President Trump encouraged passage of the STOP School
Violence Act to provide funding grants to schools to improve
security measures.
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K. The Administration established a Commission on School
Safety to examine ways to make schools safer for all students
and teachers.
L. Additionally, the Administration proposed a new $5 billion
annual tax credit to promote school choice. This move is
supported by 2/3rds of black Americans.

Military and Veterans
1. President Trump is protecting America and our allies by
rebuilding our military and ensuring our veterans receive the
care they deserve.
2. President Trump has restored American military strength.
3. Under President Trump’s leadership, Congress passed three
historic National Defense Authorization Acts (NDAA).
4. The FY2020 NDAA authorized a historic $738 billion in
defense spending.
5. The FY2020 NDAA includes a much needed 3.1% pay raise
for our troops, the largest in a decade.
6. The FY2020 NDAA establishes the United States Space
Force to ensure American dominance in space.
7. President Trump signed the Veterans Accountability and
Whistleblower Protection Act to allow senior officials in the
Department of Veterans Affairs (V.A.) to fire failing
employees and establish safeguards to protect whistleblowers.
8. The President signed the V.A. Choice and Quality
Employment Act of 2017 to authorize $2.1 billion in
additional funds for the Veterans Choice Program (VCP).
9. The President signed the V.A. MISSION Act revolutionizing
the VA system, increasing choice, and providing quality care
for our nation’s veterans.
10. The Trump Administration created a new White House V.A.
Hotline, staffed by veterans and family members.
11. The administration expanded telehealth access for veterans.
12. Veterans Affairs increased transparency and accountability by
launching an online “Access and Quality Tool.” This provides
veterans a way to access wait time and quality of care data.
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13. The VA and DOD are working to seamlessly align electronic
health records.
14. President Trump signed the Veterans Appeals Improvement
and Modernization Act of 2017 to expedite the appeals
process.
15. The Administration has secured a record $8.6 billion in
funding for mental health services with the goal of ending the
tragedy of veteran suicide.
16. The Trump Administration has created the PREVENTS
initiative, a task force aimed at unifying the efforts of
government, businesses, and nonprofit groups to help our
veterans.
17. The President has secured $73.1 billion for the Department of
Veterans Affairs – the highest funding for the VA in history.
18. In 2019, President Trump signed a memorandum that
eliminates 100% of student loan debt for permanently disabled
veterans.
19. The President also called upon all 50 states to ensure that
disabled veterans do not pay state tax on their forgiven debts.
20. In November 2019, President Trump became the first
president to walk in the New York City Veterans Day Parade.

Women
1. Under President Trump’s administration, women have been
empowered to reach their economic potential.
2. Women have experienced record low unemployment under
President Trump.
3. In May, the unemployment rate among women decreased
from 16.2% to 14.5%.
4. During the President’s first year in office, the number of
American women in poverty fell by nearly 600,000.
5. Thanks to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, the child tax credit was
doubled to $2,000 per child.
6. President Trump approved the largest paid parental leave
program ever, guaranteeing 12 weeks of paid leave for all
federal workers.
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7. The President has signed into law the largest ever expansion
of the Child Care and Development Block Grants (CCDBG)
to States – from $3.9 to $5.8 billion.
8. Childcare wait lists have greatly decreased and have been
eliminated in dozens of states.
9. The President and his Administration are committed to
keeping families and communities safe.
10. The Trump Administration has prioritized empowering
women to pursue careers and realize their economic potential.
11.
Etc.

Black Americans
Black Americans have a true champion in President
Trump, in many areas including having experienced
record low unemployment under President Trump.
1. In May, 283,000 new jobs were created for Black Americans.
2. The poverty rate among black Americans is at its lowest level
in history.
3. Under President Trump, 350,000 fewer black Americans are
living in poverty.
4. During the President’s first year in office, the black American
poverty rate fell to 21.2% down from 22% the year before.
5. As a result of the historic Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, nearly 9,000
Opportunity Zones were created in all 50 states, DC, and 5
territories.
6. Opportunity Zones will create jobs and spur investment in
disadvantaged communities. These Opportunity Zones will
spur $100 billion in private capital investment and impact 1.4
million minority households. More than half the residents of
Opportunity Zones are minorities.
7. President Trump signed the historic FIRST STEP Act into
law. The FIRST STEP ACT has been widely hailed as the
most meaningful criminal justice reform in a generation.
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8. This landmark legislation included necessary reforms to our
justice system, improves our prison system, and prepares
inmates for reentry in our communities.
9. As a result of the First Step Act, more than 3,000 Americans
have been released from prison and 90% of those who have
had their sentences reduced are black Americans.
10. The First Step Act shortens mandatory minimum sentences
for nonviolent drug crimes and provides judges greater liberty
to go around mandatory minimums.
11. The law also allows offenders sentenced under racially
motivated mandatory minimums to petition for their cases to
be re-evaluated.
12. President Trump was awarded the 2019 Bipartisan Justice
award by the nonprofit 20/20 Bipartisan Justice Center. The
President received this award for his “ability to work across
the aisle to achieve meaningful progress in reforming our
criminal justice system.”
13. President Trump has committed his Administration to
advancing second chance hiring for former prisoners. This
includes launching a “Ready to Work Initiative.”
14. The Trump Administration has fought for a federal tax credit
on donations that fund scholarships to private schools, a
proposal supported by 64% of African Americans.
15. President Trump has made supporting Historically Black
Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) a top priority.
16. In February 2017, President Trump announced the President’s
Board of Advisors on HBCUs.
17. The President signed an Executive Order on HBCUs in
February 2017, the earliest any President has signed an Order
on HBCUs.
18. The EO established an Interagency Working Group to
advance and coordinate work regarding HBCUs.
19. The federal HBCU initiative office was moved back into the
White House, a move that leaders had requested under
President Obama.
20. President Trump has appropriated more money than any
other president to HBCUs.
21. The President signed legislation to increase federal funding for
HBCUs by 13%, the highest level ever.
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22. President Trump signed the FUTURE Act into law. The law
permanently funds HBCUs and simplifies the FAFSA
application.
23. The President worked with Congress to lift the ban on Pell
Grants on summer classes.
24. Through the Capital Financing Program, the Administration
has provided more than $500 million in loans to HBCUs.
25. The President directed the entire federal government to
develop a strategy to support HBCUs. To date, this has been
supported by 32 departments and agencies.
26. The Administration has forgiven more than $300 million in
outstanding debt for four schools impacted by natural
disasters and the budget provided $10 million to defer loan
payments for 6 school facing financial difficulties.
27. The Department of Education worked with HBCUs to protect
$80 million in Title III carryover funding.
28. President Trump took a big step to end discriminatory
restrictions to prevent faith based HBCUs from accessing
federal support.
29. The Administration continues to work with HBCUs to
expand apprenticeship opportunities, career choices, and
ensure they are receiving adequate support.
30. Trump signed legislation that provided $1 billion to HBCUs
that were impacted by coronavirus.

Hispanic Americans
Under President Trump’s leadership the Hispanic
American community has thrived.
1. Under President Trump, Hispanic Americans experienced
record low unemployment.
2. In May, 662,000 jobs were created for Hispanic Americans.
3. The Hispanic American unemployment rate hit several record
lows in 2019, including falling below 4% for the first time in
history.
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4. The median Hispanic American income rose by $1,786 during
President Trump’s first year in office.
5. In 2017, the median Hispanic American income hit its highest
ever recorded level ($50,486).
6. Since taking office, the Hispanic American homeownership
rose by more than a percentage point (46.3% to 47.4%).
7. President Trump renegotiated freer and fairer trade deals such
as the USMCA.
8. President Trump has stood up to socialism and communism
in Venezuela, Cuba, and Nicaragua.
9. Thanks to pressure from President Trump, over 50 countries
followed President Trump’s leadership in recognizing Juan
Guaidó as the legitimate leader of Venezuela.
10. The Trump administration has rolled back President Obama’s
disastrous rapprochement with Cuba, which only benefited
the country’s dictatorship instead of its people.
11. At the direction of President Trump, the Treasury Department
has imposed sanctions against senior officials in the
Nicaraguan regime for their role in human rights abuses and
undermining democracy.
12. The President has made it clear that American interests do not
align with failed socialist policies.

Asian Pacific Americans
1. Under President Trump’s leadership Asian American
unemployment has reached record lows.
2. Asian Pacific American unemployment hit record lows under
President Trump.
3. The lowest ever record unemployment rate for Asian
Americans (2.1%) came in June 2019.
4. Asian Pacific Americans are the largest beneficiaries of the
historic Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, receiving an average tax cut of
$2,560.
5. President Trump has been working with the White House
Initiative on Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders and the
U.S. Department of Justice to combat Asian-American hate
crimes during the Covid-19 pandemic. President Trump has a
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zero tolerance for discrimination—protecting the Asian
American community is a top priority.
6. President Trump signed the Fostering Undergraduate Talent
by Unlocking Resources for Education (FUTURE) Act into
law, permanently reauthorizing more than $250 million in
annual funding for minority-serving institutions such as the
AANAPISI (Asian American Native American Pacific
Islander-Serving Institutions) program that enrolls nearly half
of all APA undergraduate students nationwide, especially
serving those from low-income backgrounds.
7. President Trump signed the “Hmong Veterans’ Service
Recognition Act,” authorizing burial in any open national
cemetery of Hmong veterans that fought for the U.S. during
the Vietnam War.
8. President Trump signed the “Chinese American World War
II Veterans Congressional Medal Act” (S1050; H.R. 2358)
into law in 2018. It is a bi-partisan legislation that is dedicated
to recognize the sacrifices and services of Chinese American
servicemembers to our country during World War II.

Working Families
President Trump is committed to supporting working
families. The President’s historic tax reforms doubled the
child tax credit benefitting nearly 40 million American
families with an average of over $2,200 dollars in 2019.
1. Millions of workers gained bonuses, wage increases and
increased job benefits thanks to the historic legislation.
2. In tax year 2019, nearly 40 million families benefitted from
the child tax credit (CTC), receiving an average benefit of
$2,200 – totaling credits of $88 billion.
3. In tax year 2019, nearly 6 million families benefitted from the
child and dependent care tax credit (CDCTC), receiving an
average benefit of $551 – totaling credits of $3 billion.
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4. President Trump approved the largest paid parental leave
program ever, guaranteeing 12 weeks of paid leave for all
federal workers.
5. The President has signed into law the largest ever expansion
of the Child Care and Development Block Grants (CCDBG)
to States – from $3.9 to $5.8 billion.
6. This funding helps low-income families.
7. Childcare wait lists have greatly decreased and have been
eliminated in dozens of states.
8. President Trump was the first President to include paid family
leave in his budget
9. President Trump’s pro-growth economy has led to more
opportunity and bigger paychecks.

Many of the accomplishments in this chapter were
provided by a number of organizations including the White
House and frcaction.org for educational and informational
purposes only. FYI, FRC does not endorse or oppose any
candidate for public office. You may call them for
verification at1-877-372-2808 or visit online at frcaction.org
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Is Candidate Trump again destined to win?
Besides God saying it would be like that, there were a lot of
reasons that Trump pulled off his 2016 victory. It is tough
to differentiate direct intervention from the gifts God gave
to “The Donald” at birth. Either way, Trump is blessed by
God to deliver to the people. God gave him a temporary set
of gifts back on his way to the 2020 election victory. The
President is poised again in 2020 for a major victory and
will endure and emerge as God’s emissary post COVID for
the next four years from 2021 through 2025. God bless
Donald Trump.
And, so, as you finish reading What America Loses When
Trump Loses, you will know that America has already won
the list of items included in the four years of wins, which
we covered in the last set of chapter. With the onset of a
Biden administration, these would all be reversed and the
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future would be like as if the country really wants the new
green deal. Watch out what you vote for. T
That win list as you
know is a huge list and it
has already helped
America. In Trump’s
next win, you can expect
more of the same—lots
more because with a
Republican Senate and
without Nancy Pelosi
getting in his way, the
President will be able to
do a lot more for the
people. Thanks for
checking out this book.
You may know that I
have written about
twenty different books
about the President. My
last Trump book from September 2020 is titled, "Trump
Assured 2020 Victory." In this book I have outlined two
solutions for the President to implement to boost seniors
social security and solve the student debt crisis. You’ll love
Now I thank God publicly on behalf of all Americans for
making our president well again and giving him the
strength to again face the evil in our times and prevail. I
will always help as much as I can.
There is too much hate in America?
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We really need Trump Love:
In a book about Trump’s accomplishments, I thought I
would begin with a little of something that for a long-time
was much easier to find than Trump love. I am talking
about pure unadulterated Trump Hate. You can feel the
hate when a Democrat enters the room. Sorry, folks, it is
that bad and they don’t want to make it better. Please don’t
reward their bad behavior with your vote. I wrote a book
about that topic in November 2019 less than a year ago.
Here is the cover and the title:
We must
remember The
negative well-wish
of well-wishes for
a save recovery
from COVID
came from a
former Obama
Staffer: “I Hope
He Dies!” I am not
kidding.
She tweeted and
then deleted this
short rant after
Trump's COVID
Diagnosis.
Sweet???
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Hard as it is to believe a staff member to former President
Barack Obama deleted this tweet recently. It suggested that
she hoped that President Donald Trump would die after he
announced that he tested positive for the novel
coronavirus. Her name is Zara Rahim. Others did likewise
but their wishes are against God’s command of love. This
young “lady” worked in the Office of Digital Strategy for
Obama, as well as serving as the national spokeswoman for
Hillary Clinton in her 2016 presidential campaign. She
added this preamble:
"It's been against my moral identity to tweet this for the
past four years, but, I hope he dies," This was the content
of Rahim’s since-deleted tweet.” What a sweet-heart???

That’s all she wrote. We’re all thankful for that! May God
redirect her efforts to the positive side in the future.
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Chapter 9 We Love Trump!
We sure do!

After three full years and almost a fourth, like many
Americans, I still happen to love our President for the right
reasons. As I noted in my Chapter 1 editorial, I find him to
be a gift from God to the American people in our time of
great need. We still need him Lord God. Thank you for
making him well. Please hear our prayers to keep him well
so he can continue your work and ours.
After all the weak, wimpy, wobbly conservative leaders,
groomed by establishment elitism, who offered little
recognition or solutions for the concerns of the American
citizens; Donald J. Trump, my eternal candidate for
president and yours if you are like me, has been a deep
breath of fresh air. Among the Republican electorate, his
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approval rating is a chart-topping 90% plus. Hey, I
approve, and I am a reluctant Democrat.
Thank you, Donald J. Trump for doing the United States a
big favor by taking on corruption in both political parties as
well as the media. You are doing just fine and my friends
and relatives appreciate your taking a hiatus from your
wonderful storybook life and using your time to help us.
We sure need it.

Supporters cheer as President Donald Trump speaks in Great Falls, Mont., on July 5. Among
Republicans, his job approval rating stands at 88%. PHOTO: JOSHUA ROBERTS/REUTERS

When Donald Trump won in 2016, all Americans won.
My sincere thanks to the Trumps for taking on the rot in
the Washington DC Swamp area of America to bring
America and Americans a big victory.
I still have my smile. Nobody can wipe it away. The
president still has his.
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“I love you too. Who said that?” Trump said in a joking manner while pointing to the
crowd at a campaign rally. “Who said that?"

It is a new phenomenon and one that almost always brings
the President to tears. The crowds have begun chanting at
rallies such as during President DonaldTrump's Nevada
rally: "We love Trump! We love Trump! We love Trump!
We love Trump!" And they need special encouragement to
stop their chanting.
Trump supporters really love their president and with good
reason. Once he became sick, the love quickly translated
into deep concern. The fact is there is only one Donald
Trump and more and more of his supporters are realizing
that. None of Trump’s accomplishments—his many great
wins, would be ours without Trump. There is no future in a
Biden Administration
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Legalizing Illegal Aliens Via Resident Visas Americans-first plan saves $Trillions. Learn how!
60 Million Illegal Aliens in America!!! A simple, America-first solution.
The Bill of Rights By Founder James Madison Refresh your knowledge of the specific rights for all
Great Players in Army Football Great Army Football played by great players..
Great Coaches in Army Football Army’s coaches are all great.
Great Moments in Army Football Army Football at its best.
Great Moments in Florida Gators Football Gators Football from the start. This is the book.
Great Moments in Clemson Football CU Football at its best. This is the book.
Great Moments in Florida Gators Football Gators Football from the start. This is the book.
The Constitution Companion. A Guide to Reading and Comprehending the Constitution
The Constitution by Hamilton, Jefferson, & Madison – Big type and in English
PATERNO: The Dark Days After Win # 409. Sky began to fall within days of win # 409.
JoePa 409 Victories: Say No More! Winningest Division I-A football coach ever
American College Football: The Beginning From before day one football was played.
Great Coaches in Alabama Football Challenging the coaches of every other program!
Great Coaches in Penn State Football the Best Coaches in PSU’s football program
Great Players in Penn State Football The best players in PSU’s football program
Great Players in Notre Dame Football The best players in ND’s football program
Great Coaches in Notre Dame Football The best coaches in any football program
Great Players in Alabama Football from Quarterbacks to offensive Linemen Greats!
Great Moments in Alabama Football AU Football from the start. This is the book.
Great Moments in Penn State Football PSU Football, start--games, coaches, players,
Great Moments in Notre Dame Football ND Football, start, games, coaches, players
Cross Country with the Parents A great trip from East Coast to West with the kids
Seniors, Social Security & the Minimum Wage. Things seniors need to know.
How to Write Your First Book and Publish It with CreateSpace. You too can be an author.
The US Immigration Fix--It's all in here. Finally, an answer.
I had a Dream IBM Could be #1 Again The title is self-explanatory
WineDiets.Com Presents The Wine Diet Learn how to lose weight while having fun.
Wilkes-Barre, PA; Return to Glory Wilkes-Barre City's return to glory
Geoffrey Parsons' Epoch... The Land of Fair Play Better than the original.
The Bill of Rights 4 Dummmies! This is the best book to learn about your rights.
Sol Bloom’s Epoch …Story of the Constitution The best book to learn the Constitution
America 4 Dummmies! All Americans should read to learn about this great country.
The Electoral College 4 Dummmies! How does it really work?
The All-Everything Machine Story about IBM’s finest computer server.
ThankYou IBM! This book explains how IBM was beaten in the computer marketplace by neophytes
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